“We Live Hunting and Fishing”

G2 SERIES

RAY-GUARD

Snake Guard
Introducing the New 2010 Generation II G2 Series of Products. This new series includes several of our previously loved items with a great G2 makeover as well as a few new items to add to the lineup.

- **Pro Wading Belt Kit**
- **Pro Stringer System**
- **Pro Hunting Belt/Shell Holster Twin Pack**
- **Snake Guard Series**
- **Ray Guard Series**

As an avid Hunter and Fisherman I understand that in order to have an enjoyable and successful hunting or fishing experience, durable and effective equipment is a must. That is why I continually strive to improve the ForEverlast product line, thus bringing you the NEW G2 Series.
Our new G2 Hunting Belt in Real Tree APG will make bird hunting for dove, quail, turkey, and waterfowl much more comfortable and accessible. The unique design of the G2 system of belts allows for the hunter to customize accessories from the removable back support system to the shell holster which holds a full box of shells. This belt system is innovative to the industry and will soon replace the vest system of the past. Hunters will be allowed to accessorize this belt to their individual needs and liking with our optional accessories. Basic belt system comes complete with G2 Camo Pro Belt, removable back support system, shell holster, and bird bag/accessory pouch.

Item: HB

Shell Holster also sold separately - Item: SH
Snake Guard Boots combine a rugged exterior made up of smooth skinned leather and a 900 Denier Nylon exterior in stylish camouflage design that will protect against the viciousness of a snake bite and brush structure while afield. A patented sole which gives support, rugged durability and traction, in a lightweight design combined with a breathable inner lining, make this arguably the most comfortable, rugged, and stylish boot of its kind.

- Very Lightweight
- Stylish Design
- Tennis Shoe Comfort Fit
- Tough and Rugged Exterior
- Rugged Sole with Arch Support
- Comfort fit Inner Liner
- Stylish Camouflage Design Combined with the finest Grain Leather we could find
- Water Shield Exterior
- Available in sizes 4-14, half and wide available in 8-11

ITEM: SGB
Snake Guard Chaps

Our Snake Guard Chaps utilize the same protection as our popular Snake Guard Shields with the exception of the upper leg protection from brush and briars. Full protection from snakes from the knee down combined with a tough cordura-like upper make these chaps the ultimate brush stalking equipment.

Item SGC

Snake Guard Shields

Snake-Guard Shield protectors were designed to protect outdoorsmen, including hunters, campers, and ATV enthusiasts, from brushy structure and, especially, snakes. These lightweight shields provide peace of mind so that you can simply enjoy the outdoor experience without worry of a trip to the emergency room. Stylish in design and coloration they can be matched to just about any environment and purpose.

Item: SGS

PROTECTION FOR ALL SEASONS
If you like the Snake Guards, Check out the Ray Guards too!

See Page 19
Tail Gate Feeders

Obviously a winning product. The Tail Gate Feeder receives 5 Star reviews from all.

50 lb. and 100 lb. Tail Gate Feeders

Our 50 lb. and 100 lb. all Galvanized Tail Gate Feeders feature our Deluxe 12 Volt Cigarette Lighter Adapter with toggle, our Ultimate Spinner Plate for reduced waste, and a powerful 12 volt motor. And best of all, it can be attached to your truck or ATV in a variety of configurations. All of this in one versatile package.

Item: TGF100, TGF50
Control Cord

The 12 volt Cigarette Lighter Adapter comes standard with all of our Tail Gate Feeder units, but the optional accessory can be used for many different uses requiring an on/off 12 volt control. The 25’ cord with the pistol grip on/off controller and the standard 2-way plug make this unit useful in many different applications.

Item: 12VA

Receiver Attachment

The Universal Receiver Hitch Attachment gives you the option of mounting both our 50 lb. and 100 lb. Tail Gate Feeder to the receiver attachment, now standard equipment on most new model vehicles. The receiver attachment is made specifically for our Tail Gate Feeders but can easily be modified to fit just about any Tail Gate Feeder offered on the market today.

Item: RHA

“The ForEverlast Wading belt with it’s built in lumbar/lower back support gives me the comfort to wade all day, everyday!”

Check it out on page 22.
Control Unit

- Powerful 12 volt system gives years of maximum performance.
- Galvanized Housing and hardware promises unmatched durability and longevity.
- Gate plate spinner guarantees minimal waste of feed from wind, rain, and varmints
- Hinge and lock door feature provides easy access to timer and components
- Easy adjust feed control allows you to adjust flow in seconds
- Easy to mount under barrel or feed hopper

Item: CU

New and Improved Digital Timer Included

The Redneck

- Compatible with any 6-12 volt control unit
- Uses the same harness as The Timer
- Can feed up to 24 times a day
- Timer runs on main battery only - No AA batteries
- Fuse Protected
- Easy to operate
- 5 Year Warranty
- Easy 4 wire hook up, 2 to battery, 2 to motor
- Also sold separately.

Item: RT

“I couldn’t be happier with the quality of ForEverlast Products, I think they’re great! The team at ForEverlast understands the importance of making a good product. But more importantly, they care and they are passionate about what they do. These are priceless bonuses that really matter.”
The Timer

Your hunt may be determined by the quality of your timer.

- **Easy to Operate**
- **5 Year Warranty**
  - Compatible with any 6 or 12 volt control unit.
  - Can feed up to 6 times a day. Each feed time can be for different duration.
  - Timer runs on main battery when hooked to it.
  - Fuse protected - Blown fuse indicator.
  - Easy 4 wire hook up, 2 to battery, 2 to motor.
  - Built-in battery level indicator.
  - Push button reset.
  - Larger buttons
  - Lighted display when setting the time.

Item: TT

Varmint Cage

Our Varmint Cage helps keep varmints from frequenting the feeder area and protects your feeder components from damage. Its solid steel frame, easy attach hardware (included), and the hinge door makes this cage a very worthy investment in protecting your feeder unit.

Item: VC
“One of my personal prides is the ForEverlast deer feeder I purchased 3 years ago. This feeder runs 365 days a year while throwing corn 3 times a day for a duration of 10 seconds with the initial battery and no malfunctions. Thanks ForEverlast for great products I can depend on.”

ForEverlast offers a variety of feeder systems including our Varmint Guard Series of Protein & Spin Feeders, Winch Up Feeders and our ever popular Tail Gate Feeders. We have a feeder that will fit almost every application. Whether you need 300 lb. capacity or 2000 lb. capacity, we’ve got it.

Whatever feeder is right for you, it will surely be a hit with everyone except the raccoons, as they simply won’t be able to reach out and touch your feeder as they have been able to in the past. This newly designed galvanized hopper features a full internal funnel, a site glass, varmint-guard legs which are pinned for safety, and our heavy duty 12 volt Control Unit which features our Digital Timer Control. All of these new features wrapped up in one feeder make it pretty unique amongst the competition.

We would be happy to help you decide which feeder will best fit your needs.

Some of these items may not be available for purchase online and may not be available in all retail stores. For more information please contact us at 361-798-1530 or foreverlast@gvec.net.
Protein Feeder Series

1000 lb. model
300 lb. model

Corn Feeder Series

1000 lb. model
300 lb. model
300 lb. winch-up model

We Live Hunting and Fishing
www.ForEverlast.com
Portable Gambrel

Composed of Cold Drawn Steel, Zinc plated, resists rust, easy maintenance, closes to twelve inches in length, can be carried in sheath or pack. Complete pivotal system with pivotal hooks to hold game firmly. Weighs under 2 lbs. making it very transportable.

Weight tested to 500 lbs.

Field Tested

Patented.
Item: ZPG

---

Block and Tackle Hoist

The Block and Tackle Hoist system which compliments our ForEverlast Portable Gambrel system in that it is a one man unit. Can be used to lift game animals or feed around camp or elsewhere. Pulleys are completely Zinc Plated making them durable and long-lasting. Durable Polyester rope resists kinks and stretching, making it easy to work with. Unit comes complete with two pulleys, 30 ft. of rope, and two Zinc-Plated S-hooks. Field Tested. Item: BT
Jaw Extractor
Zinc Plated

Great tool for deer management programs. Easy to obtain bottom jaw necessary for aging purposes. Zinc plated and durable.
Item: ZJE Zinc Plated

The Claw
Skinning Tool

A great innovation in game processing and cleaning equipment. “The Claw” skinning tool is designed to make skinning game a breeze with its patented scissor type action and the toothed gripping ends that allow for easy work of skinning game.
The large closed looped handles allow for one or two hand operation. The rigid construction of “The Claw” makes it a durable and long-lasting tool that hunters everywhere will use for many years to come.
Item: ST

Ty Gerke
Age 7
Fitting a standard 2’ receiver hitch our new Hitch Hoist system will make skinning and lifting game a breeze with its unique 360 degrees pivoting ability, heavy duty winch and cable system, and its rugged construction make this a must for the serious outdoorsman. 450 lbs. weight capacity. Item: HH
**Game Hanger 2 ft. Extension Kit**

Add 2 ft. in height to your Game Hanger Tripod with this simple to use extension kit. All galvanized tubing with snap buttons easily attach to your current Game Hanger system just between the top web head and the top leg extension to give you 2 ft. of added height for larger game species, small game feeders, or just about anything that needs lifting around camp. Game Hanger Tripod not included.

Item: GHE

---

**Game Hanger Portable Tripod**

The Game Hanger Tripod will make cleaning big game a snap. The unit includes a durable winch and cable which provides a 500 lb. weight capacity that will take all the strain out of lifting game or any heavy objects around camp. Its portability is unique in that one can leave a unit in the back of the truck and use the Game Hanger to assist in loading game onto the pickup or ATV for transport. Set-up and break-down takes less than 5 minutes.

Item: GH
Cam Stand

Being at the forefront of innovation we bring our Cam Stand/ Bow Hanger System which provides two products in one to allow the game camera enthusiasts the ease of moving their game cameras into perfect position. With removal of the camera holder and attachment of the bow hanger it will then allow archers to have a perfect practice bow hanger or ground blind tool for hanging bows, range finders, cameras or accessories so that everything is at fingertips distance away.

- No more looking for the perfect tree
- Can be used with most trail cameras
- Durable, heavyweight metal construction
- Sharpened spike with footbar
- Adjustable from 2.5’ to 4’

Item: CS

3-D Target Stand

Our new portable 3-D Target or Decoy Stand is a great addition to your equipment checklist if you are an archer as it allows you to set up your target or decoy wherever you wish no matter the soil conditions. The unit is very compact making it very easy to move the target to different shot angles within seconds and store inside the stand set-up. It is fully adjustable to the width of your particular decoy/target and can be packed into a backpack for easy transport.

Item: 3DTS
Anglers everywhere have been looking for the perfect stringer and we have created it with our quick release system on the cork end and the snag free cable system this is undoubtedly the best stringer of its kind. No kinks, no snags, and quick and easy culling of fish, the G2 Stringer will quickly become the angler’s first choice when it comes to stringers.

“Captain Tommy Countz
www.matagordafishing.com

“I spend 200+ days on the water and can’t afford down time because I was too dumb to wear protection from stingrays. ForEverlast Ray Guards give me that “bullet proof” protection that I need to stay fishing and out of the hospital. Don’t take chances.”

Captain Everett Johnson
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“I will not get in the water without my ForEverlast Ray-Guard Wading Boots or Guards. They are the only wading boots with 100% protection from stingrays.”

Double Stack Stringer Basket

Our Double Stack Stringer Basket which includes double flotation devices, single rod holder, and single tackle box with lanyard line and large net compartment for your catch. This system allows wade fisherman to have all needed gear right beside them for easy use. The double stack flotation device can also get you out of a jam should you step out into deep water, and can be used to assist in keeping you afloat.

Item: DS
Wading Boots

Benefits:
- Protects you from sea urchins and underwater structure
- Lightweight for less fatigue while wading
- Full protection from the knee down
- Ideal for use with or without waders

Features:
- Durable construction, featuring interlocking layers of vulcanized rubber providing the entire foot area with maximum protection
- Wrap-around shield provides the calf area with added protection
- Heavy-duty YKK zipper, nylon straps, and velcro straps for custom fit
- Neoprene inner lining and gusset for comfort
- Most importantly the boot eases your mind so you can truly enjoy the outdoor experience.

Sizes 6-15 (whole sizes only)
Patent Pending
Item: RG-03

“Shane Lechler
Avid Outdoorsman
Professional Punter for Oakland Raider

“I am out on the water every chance I get in the off-season. Every time I have my Ray-Guards on, they protect my career, my livelihood, and give me a real sense of security. Back in 2006, I was hit by a ray, though it scared me half to death, my Ray-Guards held true to their name. I could only imagine where my NFL career would have headed, had I not been wearing my Ray-Guards. I tip my hat to Billy Gerke and the Ray-Guard Company for giving me that sense of security on the water.”
Reef Boots

For the coastal angler who wades reef structure to catch bait or trophy trout, or for site casting from the deck of the boat. The hard soled bottom and 4 layers of vulcanized rubber provide excellent protection from underwater structures while remaining comfortable. Use with our Ray-Guard Shields to provide complete protection.

Sizes 4-15 (whole sizes only)

Item: RB-04

Ray-Guard Shield protectors were designed to protect coastal anglers from under-water hazards which can cause injury to the lower leg area. Use in combination with our Ray-Guard Reef Boot for absolute protection.

Item: RGS
Flats Boots

Features:
- Great for the beach, boat deck or surf wading where urchins are not as likely
- Plenty of room in the instep for max comfort
- Neoprene inner gusset for comfort
- Lightweight and Stylish
- Heavy Duty YKK zipper
- Hard Sole Bottom
- Sizes 6-15 (whole sizes only)

Designed for the coastal angler, who prefers a lighter weight boot, or for those who like site casting from the deck of the boat. A hard sole bottom combined with a layer of vulcanized rubber provides moderate protection from sharp rocks and coral while remaining very lightweight and comfortable. Can be used in combination with our Ray-Guard Shields.

Item: FB-05
The Net

Our floating landing net was designed with the wade fisherman in mind. A large uniquely designed non-snag net, large top opening with flotation material inside, and a long handle to give leverage make this arguably the best net to come to the wade fishing market. It is a must for the avid wade fisherman.

Item: TN

Flip Flop

Over the Shoulder Tackle System

Our Flip-Flop box will empower anglers to have their favorite tackle at their fingertips while wading. This unique design, with its patented flip down pouch, provides the maneuverability to change out top water lures, soft plastic baits, or whatever the angler desires to carry in the large 4 compartment box without having to remove the box in order to do so. The shoulder strap is fully adjustable and features a non slip shoulder pad so that the total system will stay exactly where you want it to be.

Item: FFB

“Fishing is my profession—not a hobby. My profession demands my tools/equipment be dependable, efficient, and meet the utmost of highest standards. ForEverlast products deliver—nothing but ForEverlast for me and our guide staff.”

Captain Bruce W. SHULER
Get-A-Way Adventures Lodge

Our floating landing net was designed with the wade fisherman in mind. A large uniquely designed non-snag net, large top opening with flotation material inside, and a long handle to give leverage make this arguably the best net to come to the wade fishing market. It is a must for the avid wade fisherman.

Item: TN

Flip Flop

Over the Shoulder Tackle System

Our Flip-Flop box will empower anglers to have their favorite tackle at their fingertips while wading. This unique design, with its patented flip down pouch, provides the maneuverability to change out top water lures, soft plastic baits, or whatever the angler desires to carry in the large 4 compartment box without having to remove the box in order to do so. The shoulder strap is fully adjustable and features a non slip shoulder pad so that the total system will stay exactly where you want it to be.

Item: FFB
Our new G2 Pro Wading Belt kit comes complete with all the essentials for the wade fisherman. Anglers can now customize their belt by placing all of their tools in the location that they choose with our fully adjustable Velcro lift and lock system, pliers with sheath, removable tackle box, rod holder, 15ft. stringer, removable back support system, and drink holder make this the most universal kit of its kind.
“We Live Hunting & Fishing”... it really is what we do everyday. Whether we're out in the field or on the water pursuing our dreams of landing that trophy Speckled trout, or climbing in a bow stand before morning light in anticipation of that trophy buck, or taking our children on their first of many hunting or fishing adventures. The heartbeat, spirit, and tradition of the outdoors is what our company and our products are founded upon.

We spend countless hours in the woods and on the water to insure that the products we manufacture will meet your highest expectations. Everyday spent in the field and on the water we continue to look for ways to invent new products or improve others to put you at the forefront of your pursuits.

Good Friends, Great Times, Great Products, it’s what we do...

Billy Gerke
President/Founder, ForEverlast, Inc.

P.O. Box 767 • Hallettsville, Texas 77964
361-798-1530 • Fax 361-798-1533
ForEverlast@gvecom.net • www.ForEverlast.com